ASA Meeting Minutes 10.20.2011

Registration

- Still have 264 groups that need more membership confirmations and 165 groups with no information at all
- Original late deadline 10/21, extend to Monday with warning reminder emails
- Fine groups that still have not completed confirmation after Monday, suspend groups that have not completed anything after that
- Ask groups for membership lists and email about membership numbers concerns
- Follow up with membership lists that have mismatches between claims and members list

New Groups

- Belgians@MIT
  - Decision: approve as funded
- Film Club
  - No copyright concerns because not charging for tickets
  - Decision: approve as unfunded
- Global Zero
  - Decision: approve as funded
- HST Student Community
  - Decision: approve as funded
- GEL Student Association
  - Decision: not approved
- League of Legends
  - Not as broad appeal
  - Decision: not approved
- Mock Congress
  - Discuss US policy based on Congress proceedings
  - Decision: approve as funded
- Pokerbots
  - Decision: approve unfunded (if come back as funded then want them to be sponsored)
- Political Union
  - Too similar to Forum
  - Decision: not approved
- Rethinking Water
  - Has enough of a focus and will collaborate with Energy Club
  - Decision: approve as funded
- Scandinavian Students
  - Decision: approve as funded
- Smash Bros Club
  - Not enough of a broad appeal
  - Decision: not approved
- SLAP
  - Decision: not approved – talk to us and reapply
- Sparring Club
  - Decision: would like to see CSC recognize instead
- Students for Nuclear Energy and Power
- Decision: **approve as unfunded**
- Thirsty Ear Executive Committee
  - Decision: **approve as funded**
- CharmIt
  - Some work with entrepreneurship center but no well thought out plan
  - Decision: **not approved**
- China Crossroads
  - Talked to China Care, but would like to see them talk to CDI
  - Decision: **tabled pending talking with other groups**
- Course 13
  - Cannot advertise as only for grad students and open to both grads and undergrads
  - Decision: **approve as funded**
- DaVinci’s Dream
  - See a lot of overlap of outreach with other groups (i.e. ESP, SWE, Edgerton Center, Innoworks)
  - Decision: **tabled pending talking with other groups**
- GlobeMed
  - Explain difference between GlobeMed and MedLife
  - Talk to SAO and PSC
  - Decision: **tabled pending more information**
- Have ASA host constitution or store copy instead of having people host it themselves

**Space Allocation**
- Applications out Monday with two weeks notice
- Replace some of the application and consolidate forms